16th Ordinary Meeting of the Assembly of National and Regional Representatives of the International Council for Traditional Music

(Monday 25 July 2022 at 18:45, New University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal)

AGENDA

In attendance: one representative from each National and Regional Committee, all Liaison Officers (or their representative), President of ICTM, Secretary General, Executive Assistant.

1. Opening of meeting and welcome by the President. Explanation of the significance of the meeting

2. Consideration of the minutes of the last meeting and business arising

3. Brief self-introductions by each representative

4. Announcement of any business arising from Executive Board meetings of interest to the representatives

5. Main topic for discussion #1: Collaborative projects

6. Main topic for discussion #2: How could National and Regional Representatives contribute to the growth of the World Network?

7. Appointment of two members to the Nomination Committee of the 2023 ICTM Elections

8. Any other business

9. Adjournment